Is there a Secret to Intuition?
SAN DIEGO, Calif., June 2 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Weston Jolly, prominent
spiritual channel and mentor, returns to San Diego in June to share two
remarkable presentations to integrate intuition into everyday life. “Free
Your Intuition” is a speech to be presented Friday, June 20th at 7 p.m., with
a full-day workshop entitled “Magic, Metaphysics or Just Plain Real?” offered
on June 21st starting at 9 a.m.

“Everyone experiences intuition, so why is it so often dismissed?” Jolly
asks. In these programs, he guides guests to call upon intuition into their
daily lives. He offers direct examples regarding the integration of intuition
and energy for empowered living. He says the pay off is obvious, in quoting
Albert Einstein “The only real valuable thing is intuition”
He illuminates that intuition isn’t only for geniuses or gurus but for
everybody. “Every time you’re given intuitive guidance, there’s an
opportunity for real insight,” says Jolly. “Then, there’s the critical point
of acting upon this information that is often transformational. In the
decision to act, we break away from the confines of our minds into a Higher
Power.”
Weston Jolly is chairman and co-founder of Age of Awareness and celebrated
author of the book “Is God With Us” (ISBN: 0-9674982-0-1) Nationally, for the

past 10 years he has been acknowledged for his inspirational speaking and
channeling. His mission of “sharing unconditional love and clear insight
through the self-realization that we are complete, whole and spiritually
powerful,” is the backbone to his self-help messages. In addition to numerous
events he creates, Weston Jolly hosts or is a featured talent on TV and
radio. Weston also conducts his own teleconferences and teleworkshops.
Both upcoming events will be held at the University of San Diego Manchester
Conference Center with pre-registration encouraged. “Free Your Intuition”
starts Friday June 20th at 7 p.m. and tickets are $79 pre-registered “Magic,
Metaphysics or Just Plain Real?” is offered on Saturday June 21st from 9 a.m.
– 4 p.m. and tickets are $179 pre-registered.
For more information on both events, please call toll free (888) AWARENESS or
visit www.WestonJolly.com.
Age of Awareness, Inc., 8485 E. McDonald Dr. #234, Scottsdale, AZ 85250-6335.
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